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Persistence matters not the inflation peak and Powell signals 50bp May Fed hike  

• Headline NZ CPI inflation surprised on the downside (just 1.8% qoq, 6.93% yoy) in Q1 but that was about where 
the downside surprises ended. Many of the factors holding down Q1 inflation – sharp falls in domestic airfares and 
the slower than expected price climbs from supply chain disruptions – look set to turn around over the next few 
quarters.  Seven percent annual NZ CPI inflation is still within reach, but even something with a six in front of it is a 
long, long way outside the 1-3% inflation target. 
 

• Moreover, firming NZ core inflation prints – annual inflation from the RBNZ’s Sectoral Factor Model soared to 
4.4% in Q1 from an upwardly revised 4.2% in Q4 – and other metrics strongly point to more generalised pricing 
pressures that could also prove to be persistent if embedded into wage and price settings. Much of the initial falls 
in NZ yields and the NZD after the CPI print were unwound by late yesterday afternoon, with 47bps of OCR hikes 
priced in for May.  We continue to expect NZ inflation to remain elevated and a 50bp OCR hike in May to be 
delivered. 

 

• FOMC Chair Powell made his position about as clear as he could in the world of central banking signalling it was 
appropriate for the FOMC to front load (or speed up) policy tightening, with a 50bp hike “being on the table”. The 
economic effects of the Ukraine war will primarily be via higher inflation, the US labour market was “too hot’ and 
Fed was committed to using their tools (the most potent being the interest rate lever) to get back to 2% inflation. 
FOMC colleague Daly (2023 voter) spoke earlier and signalled her support for back-to-back 50bp hikes. 

 

• US yields had been rising ahead of the Powell comments and ratcheted higher again (2Y 2.69%, 10Y 2.91%), with 
larger gains for short-term tenors and those of the mid-part of the curve. Markets now have close to 150bp of Fed 
hikes priced in for the next 3 meetings.  European bond yields gapped higher overnight, with UK 10-year gilt yields 
topping 2%, their highest in 7 years. German 10-year bund yields approached 1% (0.94%) an eight year high. 

 

• Higher yields weighed on US stocks despite generally positive corporate earnings. The S&P500 Nasdaq and Dow 
were down 1-2%, with outsized falls in energy stocks. Upbeat corporate earnings provided a boost to European 
stocks despite hawkish comments from ECFB member Wunsch that the -0.5% ECB deposit rate could be raised above 
zero by the end of the year.  Hints of a more than 25bp hike at the May BOE meeting by MPC member Mann and 
disappointing corporate results capped gains in UK equities. 

 

• Oil prices have drifted higher as broader supply concerns have offset concerns over weaker Chinese demand. 
Near-term contract prices for Brent (USD108 per barrel) and WTI (USD103) were up roughly 1%. Other commodity 
prices were mixed despite the stronger USD. 

 

• Data wrap: Eurozone CPI inflation modestly undershot expectations for both headline (7.4% yoy versus mkt:  7.5% 
yoy) and core measures (2.9% yoy, 3.0% yoy). Initial jobless claims were little changed at 184k (mkt: 180kj), but 
continuing claims fell to a post-pandemic low (1417k versus mkt: 1459k). The Philly Fed dipped to 17.6, with 
expectations of future activity at their lowest level since 2008. Prices paid (84.6) hit their highest level since 1979.  

 

• FX Update:  NZD dips following the softer than expected CPI print were partly unwound yesterday, but the jump in 
US yields overnight and expectations of more aggressive Fed hikes provided a boost to the USD, with the greenback 
the strongest G10 currency. The softer than expected NZ headline CPI print looks to have weighed on the NZD, which 
was the weakest G10 performer over the last 24 hours. The NZD is towards the bottom of its 0.6725 to 0.6810 USD 
overnight range but has broadly tracked sideways against the AUD (0.9130). 

    

• Day ahead:  Light locally, with April PMI/PSIs for Australia, the UK, Germany, the Eurozone and US looked for signs 
on the global growth pulse. UK March retail sales are expected to dip for a 2nd consecutive month (mkt: -0.3% mom) 
as the Ukraine conflict weighs on spending appetites with Canadian retail sales also expected to dip in February 
(mkt: -0.4% mom). There are no scheduled speeches from the FOMC, ECB, BOE, BOC, RBA or RBNZ. Have a good 

weekend.    
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Currencies Currencies Commodities Equities

NZD/USD 0.6733 -1.0% NZD/SEK 6.410 -0.2% NZX WMP 4050.0 0.6% Dow 34867 -0.8%

NZD/AUD 0.9130 0.0% NZD/DKK 4.624 -0.9% Gold $/o 1953.6 -0.2% S&P 500 4393 -1.5%

NZD/EUR 0.6214 -0.9% NZD/THB 22.8 -0.7% WTI Oil $/b 103.6 0.8% NASDAQ 13205 -1.8%

NZD/JPY 86.36 -0.8% AUD/USD 0.7375 -1.0% Money Market (%) FTSE 7628 0.0%

NZD/GBP 0.5168 -0.8% EUR/USD 1.084 -0.1% 90 Day BB 1.95 0.03 CAC-40 6715 1.4%

NZD/CAD 0.8470 -0.4% USD/JPY 128.3 0.4% OCR 1.50 0.00 DAX 14502 1.0%

NZD/CHF 0.6417 -0.6% 10 Yr Bond Yields (%) ASB Swap Rates (%) H.Seng 20682 -1.3%

NZD/HKD 5.282 -1.0% NZ 3.50 -0.01 1yr 3.09 0.01 Nikkei 27553 1.2%

NZD/SGD 0.9184 -1.0% US 2.90 0.07 2yr 3.60 0.00 ASX200 7593 0.3%

NZD/CNH 4.364 -0.9% Aust 3.09 -0.03 5yr 3.76 0.02 NZX50 11954 0.0%
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